We explored an adaptive maintenance model of the process environment to diagnose progressive faults in manufacturing systems. Progressive faults are usually caused by deterioration of the operating environment or aging and show stochastic properties. Many researchers have reported how to detect faults on the machine body in manufacturing systems. However, little research has been conducted on the process environment which causes progressive faults. To tackle this problem, we explored an adaptive maintenance model to detect progressive faults and repair the process environment on the E-repair location. When a difference of the environmental factor state is detected, it will combine the transcription factor and the state enzyme to locate fault source. Then the comprehensive maintenance program is derived to repair the operating environment while eliminating progressive faults. For the purpose of validation, this model was implemented on the process environment of the air separation plant. And the simulation experiments validated the feasibility and effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
Some large complex manufacturing systems are often operated under high pressures, at high temperatures, with fast material flows and complex manufacturing mechanism. In production, facility malfunction, environmental fluctuation, or feed stream instability can introduce a variety of process disturbances, which would aggravate the load of the equipment, accelerate wear and tear on the components, and increase the consumption of electricity or power. Severe combined disturbance propagations in a plant can be destructive. Obviously, such security threatening situations should be detected early, the potential impact on production should be precisely monitored, and operational solutions should be derived quickly.
Failure process in practical engineering applications mainly includes fault diagnosis and maintenance. Publishing of Beard's doctoral dissertation in 1971 marked the birth of fault diagnosis technology [1] . Since then, the fault diagnosis technology has become a research focus and scholars have conducted extensive and in-depth researchin two groups:
(1) the model-based methods: some intelligent classification algorithms, such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) and support vector machines (SVM), have been successfully used for fault diagnosis of mechanical systems [2] [3] [4] [5] . In machine condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, some researchers have used this as a tool for classification of faults [6, 7] ; (2) the data-driven methods: this group of methods monitored and collected the input and output signals of the manufacturing process [8] [9] [10] [11] . It extracted fault features from a large number of practical samples, described the relationships between faults and symptoms, and then constructed deep knowledge of expert systems [12, 13] .
The concept of preventive maintenance (PM) involves the performance of maintenance activities prior to the failure of equipment [14, 15] . One of the main objectives of PM is to reduce the failure rate or failure frequency of the equipment. This strategy contributes to minimizing failure costs and machine downtime (production loss) and increasing product quality [16] . Reliability-centered maintenance emphasizes on equipment reliability and the consequences of equipment failure as the main basis for maintenance strategy [17, 18] ; fault limited strategy decides whether to maintain the system or not by the failure rate and reliability as indicators [19] ; condition-based maintenance strategies are monitoring the system [20, 21] ; engineering systems maintenance strategy mainly considers the economic relations among the system devices [22] .
The studies of environmental factors that affect product performance have focused on environmental simulation test before the operational process [23] . These methods exposed the defects of product components by the reliability enhancement testing. The adaptability of product was improved according to the scheduled test environment. The existing fault diagnosis and maintenance techniques are mostly oriented to device components or the system itself but not deep enough to the environmental factors stress which causes the failure [24] .
From the year of failure statistics of the US airborne electronic equipment [25] , it can be found that the fault caused by the temperature accounted for 22.2%; by the vibration accounted for 11.38%; by moisture accounted for 10%; by the dust accounted for 4.16%; by the salt spray accounted for 1.94%; by the impact accounted for 1.11%; by other causes accounted for 47.3%. From the above statistics it can be seen that the 52% of the total fault of the equipment system failures is caused by environmental stress factors of temperature, vibration, humidity, and pollution. At the same time the environmental stress factors also affect the validity of the detection data, thereby affecting the accuracy of fault diagnosis and blocking the maintenance work.
Motivated by those problems, we want to propose a maintenance method of the process environment to bridge the gap. The paper is presented as follows. Section 1 reviews briefly the development of the diagnosis and the maintenance. Section 2 presents the prerequisites of the method by analyzing the fundamental of the environmental stress response. Section 3 proposes the adaptive maintenance model to repair the abnormal process environment to be normal. Section 4 analyzes the temperature sensitivity of the air separation process (the precooling system/purification system/booster expansion turbine/refrigeration system). Section 5 presents the experiments on the air separation plant to test the feasibility and effectiveness of the adaptive maintenance model. Section 6 highlights findings of the paper and suggests potential research directions.
Prerequisite
Environmental stress response is defined as follows: during the P-F interval in the operating environment, it monitors the environmental factors of the equipment/system (the time from the potential failure to functional failure of the equipment called P-F interval). Once the early warning is in the potential failure state, the equipment/system is diagnosed timely to find out the disturbance source of the environmental factors. The operating environment is maintained in real time on the environmental repair location to avoid the duration of the potential failure state and the functional failure. It is shown in Figure 1 .
By the above description of the fundamental of the environmental stress response and Figure 1 , it can be seen that the presence, occurrence, diagnosis, and maintenance of the operating environment potential failure have their own prerequisites. The adaptive maintenance model of the equipment/system operating environment in this paper requires some prerequisites like the following:
(1) a certain degree of fault sensitivity to environmental stress; (2) determining an obvious potential failure state P; (3) less than P-F interval time length of fault warning and carrying out the environmental stress response at the environmental restoration point E; (4) the minimum P-F interval which must be long enough to arrange prevention and the environmental stress response in the potential failure process, but not the functional failure process.
The failure cumulative effect of the system is caused by environmental stress and it declines the system performance seriously. Various preventive techniques are used to diagnose potential failure timely to avoid the occurrence of functional failure. The environmental stress response on the environmental repair location repairs the operating failure environment to normal, to extend the lifetime of the system.
Methodology

Diagnostic Description.
The mechanical device is constituted by the function, behavior, structure, carriers, and other design elements. In the mechanical system design theory, there are reciprocating mapping relationships among function domain, behavior domain, and carrier domain [26] . During operation, the device performance degrades because of fluctuations in E-factors. As shown in Figure 2 , in order to diagnose the potential fault of the operating environment of the equipment in an abnormal operating environment, environment domain, monitoring domain, and state domain are increased beside equipment design elements domains.
Environmental domain is the set of E-factors in the equipment operating condition. The real-time state of the operating environment is gathered by monitoring the Efactors timely. The state data is traced back to the source of fluctuations in E-factors by diagnosing and analyzing. The temperature is one of the E-factors which the equipment must face. Its fluctuations affect the performance of the system. For example, high temperature could cause thermal aging, structure changing, or physical expansion, while low temperature could cause material physical contraction, and temperature changes could cause the expansion and contraction, the institution stress, and so on.
Humidity is another E-factor. The high humidity stress can cause moisture accumulation and electrochemical reaction resulting in potential failures, while the low humidity stress can cause materials dried, grain, or other reactions.
The E-factors are various and random in reality, and there are mutual interactions among them. There are other E-factors leading to the system failure such as vibration/pressure/salt spray.
Adaptive Maintenance Model.
The environment of the factory in which the equipment locates is extremely complex. There are a variety of disturbance sources causing the random fluctuations of the operating environment. The equipment is susceptible to progressive fault state under the E-factors stress during operation. If the abnormal operating environment is not diagnosed and maintained timely, the fault behavior is transferred and diffused among the mechanical components, and the progressive fault state also accumulates quickly. Eventually the function failure of the device would occur. Because of this, an adaptive maintenance model is proposed to diagnose and maintain progressive fault which is caused by environmental stress. It is shown in Figure 3 . The adaptive maintenance model is composed of two parts. It is shown that the fluctuations of the manufacturing performance are caused by E-factors in part 1. And the monitoring and maintaining process are constructed in part 2.
The random fluctuations of the operating environment are considered during the system design process. E-factors are adjusted through the adaptive maintenance model based on the progressive fault state of the system. The method keeps the system in the normal operating environment.
Firstly, the system is running in the normal environment. According to the statistics, the stochastic dynamic environmental stresses are divided into several kinds such as temperature stress, humidity stress, vibration stress, and others.
Secondly, the stresses act on various components of the system causing a variety of physical and chemical reactions and affect the performance of the whole system to the progressive fault. If the progressive fault acts constantly on the system accumulating the fault state, that would lead to the function failure of the system. In the function failure process, the traditional fault diagnosis methods can be used for diagnosis and maintenance.
Thirdly, signal monitoring and recognition technology would be applied to the state of the system environment in the progressive fault process.
Fourthly, transcription factors and the array of state enzyme are constructed by the real-time operation of the system environment state and comapped to the expert system of the fault diagnosis established by the artificial intelligence methods. Environmental repair programs to the corresponding progressive fault states are obtained in the expert system. Fifthly, the model uses transcription factors to activate or deactivate the components of the environmental repair programs and the state enzyme to adjust the trend and extent of the components. Then the closed-loop detection conditioning system is formed to repair the dynamic Efactors. And the progressive fault is removed by responding to the online environmental stress timely to maintain the normal operating environment of the system. The specific steps are described as follows.
(1) Determine the system environment stress monitoring sites, :
(2) The environment data of the system is obtained in the normal operation from the historical data statistics, 0 : 
(6) The environmental stress transcription factor array is calculated by monitoring the E-factor state data, :
Transcription factor is one of the concepts of genetics. The transcription factor array can be used in the field of fault diagnosis to determine the locations of system components which could be affected by the environmental stress and in the progressive fault state. The positive or negative of the matrix values shows out the trend of the progressive fault. (7) By the transcription factor array and the state enzyme array comapping to the expert system of the fault diagnosis, obtain the comprehensive maintenance program for the environmental stress response . While the transcription factor value ( ) is 1, it shows that the monitoring site ( ) is under the environmental stress and the response is positive, and while the transcription factor value ( ) is 0, it shows that the monitoring site ( ) is not under the environmental stress and it needs no response, and while the transcription factor value ( ) is −1, it shows that the monitoring site ( ) is under the environmental stress and the response is negative.
The repair effects of the environmental restoration program ( ) is determined by comparing the environment state data of the operating system (such as and +1 ). If it is found out that the data and the trend do not match or exceed the regulatory range of the comprehensive maintenance ( ), then the alarm would be worn. Once in this kind of situation, the components of the system should be diagnosed or the system should be upgraded to prevent functional failure happening. 
Sensitivity Analysis
The air separation plant has the typical characteristics such as electrohydraulic system coupling, the complex spatial structure, and the high failure risk. The operation reliability and the product quality of the air separation plant are sensitive to environmental stresses such as temperature, humidity, vibration, and pressure. The temperature is one of the most important environmental stresses which the air separation plant must face. Its fluctuations affect the performance of the system. The air separation process is mainly composed of a refrigerating system and rectification system, as shown in Figure 4 . The simulation model includes the compressed air system, the precooling system, the purification system, the heat exchange system, the refrigeration system, and the distillation system. And there are parts of the air separation experimental setups shown in Figure 5 (the heat exchange system).
The precooling system of the air separation plant cools down by the circulating water. The temperature of the cooling water will decline with the drop of the atmospheric humidity and temperature and would enhance the cooling effect on the compressed air heat load; on the contrary, the temperature will rise with the rise of the atmospheric humidity and temperature and would decline the cooling effect.
The reduction of the cooling effect leads to the high temperature of the air before entering the purification system. And the high temperature air would affect the normal operation of the molecular sieve purification into the potential failure condition. Then the system production load is decreased, the productivity declines, and the power consumption increases.
85% to 90% of the cooling capacity is produced by the turbine expander of the full low pressure air separation plant. The purified air passes through the turbine expander cooling to form the raw solution. The raw solution is separated into gas products by the distillation column.
The air separation processes are simulated and the outlet temperatures of the booster expansion turbine are adjusted in the simulation. Collect the changes of the purity of the oxygen product and the nitrogen product, the oxygen extraction rate, and other data. Parts of the collected data are shown in Table 1 and Figure 6 . It is shown directly in Figure 6 . When the temperature of the booster turbo expander declines, the expansive air is blown into the feeding plate of the upper rectifying tower and its superheat drops down. That causes the vaporization of the reflux liquid in the rectifying section of the upper tower decrease. The liquid-gas ratio in the rectifying section is higher than at the original operational temperature. The oxygen fraction condenses fully from the vapor phases to the liquid phase because of the increase of the reflux liquid flow. The oxygen content of the vapor phase drops while the nitrogen content rises.
Experiments
A series of experiments were carried out to validate the proposed approach. The air separation process is simulated based on the data collected in the field on a certain type (7500/15000) of air separation plant in the normal operating environment. Construct the normal operating state ( 0 ) of the simulated air separation according to the requirements of the air separation such as the convergence and the thermal coupling of the tower systems. And then monitor the Efactors such as inlet-outlet temperatures, pressures, and flows of the key equipments such as air compressors, precooling systems, purification systems, and the booster expansion turbine.
With reference to the system historical monitoring data, the process is simulated by adjusting E-factors on the air separation system. The simulation results are shown in Table 2 .
For the operations, select the temperature stress which is one of the E-factors as the object from Table 2 . Detect mainly the inlet and outlet temperatures of the air compressor, the precooling system, the purification system, and the booster expansion turbine and monitor the components of the gas products from the rectification tower. Then construct the array ( ) of the system monitoring locations:
= {cp in, cp out, c in, c out, p in, p out, pb in, pb out, e in, e out} .
Construct the fluctuation range array ( ) to maintain the healthy state based on the environment parameters of the operation system. Consider = {40 60 60 4 4 6 6 30 10 3}. Construct the system state array ( ) based on the simulated data in Table 2 .
The monitoring data ( 1 ∼ 4 ) in Table 2 are obtained by the timing simulation of the air separation process when the system is in the stress state ( 8 ) but without the environmental stress response. It shows that the potential failure of the system accumulates constantly.
The monitoring data ( 5 ∼ 8 ) in Table 2 are obtained by the timing simulation of the air separation process when the system is in the stress state ( 8 ) and the environmental stress response.
Then 10,4 and 10,4 can be obtained from 
Locations of system components which are in the potential failure can be detected in the positive stresses by the transcription factor array ( 8 ). Start a negative regulation scheme for the temperature stresses to cool down or cooling the ambient system environment, while the state enzyme array ( 8 ) is obtained by comapping and calculating. Make the most obvious state of the environmental stress ( 8 ) as the state of the potential failure which is under the temperature stress in computing of the environmental stress response. According to formula 8, the transcription factor array ( 8 ) can be obtained as follows: Cool down the components which are under the potential failure and the ambient environment by operating the comprehensive maintenance program ( 8 ) to adjust the Efactors.
The comparisons of the air separation process simulation between those without (solid line) and those with (dotted line) the environmental stress response are shown in Figures  7 and 8 . The outlet temperatures of the precooling system, the purification system, and the air compressor are shown in Figure 7 . The inlet-outlet temperatures of the booster expansion turbine are shown in Figure 8 .
It can be seen by the comparisons that it is effective to take the environmental stress response on the operational c out: outlet temperature of precooling system c out: outlet temperature with environmental stress response p out: outlet temperature of purification system p out: outlet temperature with environmental stress response pb out: outlet temperature of air booster pb out: outlet temperature with environmental stress response phase of the air separation system as shown in Table 3 . The reducing of the temperature means low power consumption of the manufacturing system and the increasing of production means higher benefits. Also the normal operating environment would extend the service life of the system.
Conclusion
We presented an adaptive maintenance model to repair the process environment which caused progressive faults in For the future research, we suggest to optimize the deployment of the sensors for the model. Through preselection of sensor locations, it may improve the detection of the system with optimal cost and sensor configuration.
